As it is known, neither classical logical conjunction "and " nor classical logical alternative "either. . . or " can replace "+" representing a linear superposition of two quantum states. Therefore, to provide a logical account of the quantum superposition, one must either reconsider the standard interpretation of quantum mechanics (making it fit for classical bivalent logic) or replace the standard logic with a deviant logic suitable for describing the superposition. In the paper, a supervaluation approach to the description of the quantum superposition is considered. In accordance with this approach, the indefinite propositions, which correspond to the superposition states, lack truth-values of any kind even granting that their compounds (such as logical alternative "either. . . or ") can have truth-values. As an illustration, the supervaluationist account of the superposition of spin states is presented.
Introduction: Treating vagueness in quantum mechanics
The application of the laws of classical logic where it combines the bivalent truth values -i.e., truth and falsity -of individual propositions to the principle of quantum superposition appears to lead to a problem.
To be sure, let us consider a typical Stern-Gerlach experiment in which a non-uniform magnetic field splits a beam of silver atoms being sent through it into two beams depending on possible spin angular momentum values + / 2 and − / 2 along a selected axis j ∈ {x, y, z} (denoted respectively as "j-up" and "j-down") of each atom.
Suppose that in the sequential experiments linking multiple Stern-Gerlach apparatuses, after the first experiment the beam "z-down" is blocked at the same time as the beam "z-up" is directed to the second experiment measuring the spin state of the atoms along the x-axis. According to the orthodox quantum theory, before the second experiment ends with some result, the spin state of the particle |Ψ z+ is described by the superposition of the spin states |Ψ x+ and |Ψ x− pointing in "x-up" and "x-down" directions, namely,
where c 1 and c 2 are superposition coefficients (satisfying the condition |c 1 | 2 + |c 2 | 2 = 1).
Let Z + denote the proposition that the particle exists in the spin state "z-up" till the second experiment produces the result. Furthermore, let X + stand for the proposition that at the same time the particle is in the spin state "x-up", whereas X − signify the alternative proposition that this particle is in the spin state "x-down".
As follows, in the situation described by the superposition (1), the proposition Z + is definite and has a value of true at the same time that using a vague semantics [1] the propositions X + and X − can be described as indefinite.
Now, let us try to describe the superposition (1) within the framework of classical logic.
If the superposition of the spin states |Ψ x+ and |Ψ x− were to be represented by classical conjunction "and" on the values of two indefinite propositions X + and X − , then one would get
which would imply that until the result of the second experiment is known, the particle is in the state of being both spin-up and spin-down (i.e., simultaneously in two beams spatially separated along the x-axis) which would drastically contradict our experience of the everyday world. 1
However, if the superposition of the states |Ψ x+ and |Ψ x− were to be represented by classical exclusive disjunction "either. . . or " on the values of X + and X − , then the macro-objectification problem would be avoided, namely,
but it would suggest that two components of the particle's spin could be simultaneously known (the spin + / 2 along the z-axis and, for example, the spin + / 2 along the x-axis), which would contradict the quantum mechanical impossibility of simultaneous measurement of conjugate pairs of properties (namely, spin measurements along different axes).
Thus, neither of the equations (2) and (3) is right.
1 Admittedly, the formula (2) considered in conjunction with the hypothesis that the quantum superposition principle governs all the natural processes implies that if the initial state is a particle's state of being both spin-up and spin-down, then the final state must be an apparatus's state of being simultaneously in two macroscopically and perceptively different states. In this way, the formula (2) gives rise to the measurement (or macro-objectification) problem considered by at least some authors as a serious physical problem (see, for example, [2] ).
Granted the proposition X − can be considered as the negation of the proposition X + , this means that the principle of excluded middle (stating that for every bivaluation of X + and ¬X + the disjunction X + ∨¬X + must be true) does not hold in the case of the superposition (1). Hence, classical logic and the quantum superposition principle are incompatible.
Such an incompatibility suggests that in order to provide a logical account of the superposition (1), one should either reconsider the standard formulation and interpretation of quantum mechanics making it consistent with classical logic or replace the standard logic with a deviant logic suitable for describing the superposition (1).
Let us dwell on the second option 2 and consider how this revision of logic can be executed. Among various (possibly uncountable) ways to implement this revision, the two most obvious choices are proliferation of truth-values (i.e., logical many-valuedness also known as quantum logic) and supervaluationism.
On the approach of logical many-valuedness, the indefinite propositions X + and ¬X + are assigned truth-values that lie between 1 (which stands for the truth) and 0 (which stands for the falsehood). In some works, a system of many-valued logic with the 3-valued set of truth-values is favored (see [4] ), while the others (such as papers [5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10] and book [11] ) insist on a system of logic with an infinite number of truth-values.
As to the basic insight of supervaluationism, it boils down to the following two thoughts: First, a vague language is one that allows several precisifications (i.e., ways of making a statement more precise); second, when a language allows several precisifications, its semantics is fixed only insofar as -and exactly insofar as -all those precisifications agree [12] . In particular, this means that a compound of simple statements is true if it is super-true, that is, true on every admissible precisification, and it is false if it is super-false, that is, false on every admissible precisification, even supposing the simple statements lack a truth-value.
One can infer from here that using a supervaluationary semantics the disjunction X + ∨ ¬X + can be described as super-true, i.e., true in all admissible states of the particle, and the conjunction X + ∧ ¬X + as super-false, i.e., false in all admissible states of the particle, regardless of whether or not the constituent propositions X + and ¬X + have a truth value.
Clearly, this can neatly fit the impossibility of knowing a particle's spin along one axis if it is already known along the other. Besides, while admitting "truth-value gaps" the supervaluationist approach allows one to retain such principles of standard logic as the principles of excluded middle and non contradiction [13] .
Given that the supervaluationist approach is virtually unexplored in quantum mechanics, let us examine it a bit further in this paper.
Preliminaries: Truth values of quantum phenomena
Let us consider a lattice L(H) of closed subspaces of a (separable) Hilbert space H, where the partial order ≤ corresponds to the subset relation ⊆ between the subspaces of H, the lattice meet ⊓ corresponds to the intersection ∩ of the said subspaces and the lattice join ⊔ is the closed span of their union ∪. The lattice L(H) is bounded with the trivial space {0} as the bottom and the identical subspace H as the top.
As any closed subspace of H is the column space (range) of some unique projection operator on H, there is a one-to-one correspondence between such subspaces and the projection operators. Hence, one can take projection operators to be elements of L(H).
Specifically, let a set O of commutative (nontrivial) projection operatorsP A ,P B , . . . on H representing simultaneously verifiable propositions A, B, . . . that are related to properties of a physical system be called a context O. Consider the sublattice L O of L(H) generated by the column and null spaces of the projection operators in the context O. Let the subset relation between the column space and the null space of any two projection operatorsP A andP B in the context O be as follows
where1 denotes the identity operator on H whose column space is equal to the identical subspace H, namely, ran(1) = H. Then, one can impose the algebraic structure (O, ⊓, ⊔) consisting of the context O and two binary operations ⊓ and ⊔ upon L O within which the partial orderP
In this way, the meet and join of the projection operatorsP A andP B in the context O are given byP
where0 denotes the null operator on H whose column space is the trivial space {0}, i.e., ran(0) = {0}.
Let us consider the truth-value assignment of the projection operators in the context O. 
At the same time, assume that there is a homomorphism f : O → S O such that there is a truthvalue assignment function v that maps an elementP ⋄ in O to the truth value of the corresponding proposition ⋄ in S O , explicitly,
In accordance with this assumption, the valuation of conjunction, disjunction and negation on the values of the propositions associated with the context O can be decided through the following axioms
Suppose that the system is prepared in a pure normalized state |Ψ A that lies in the column space of some projection operatorP A in the context O. Then, being in the state |Ψ A is subject to the assumption that the truth-value assignment function v must assign the truth-value 1 to the operator P A and, in this way, the proposition A, namely,
then it is reasonable to assume that the system is prepared in the state |Ψ A that lies in ran(P A ). Accordingly, these two assumptions can be written down as the following logical biconditional
On the other hand, in view of orthogonality of all the projection operators in O, the prepared vector |Ψ A must be also in the null space of any other operator in the context O, say,P B , and the function v must assign the truth value 0 toP B , namely, v(P B ) = [[B]] v = 0. Hence, by the same token,
Allowing for the fact that the column space of any projection operator does not equal to its null space, it must be that |Ψ A / ∈ ker(P A ) if |Ψ A ∈ ran(P A ) as well as |Ψ A / ∈ ran(P B ) if |Ψ A ∈ ker(P B ). Thus, the definiteness of the propositions associated with the selected (by the preparation of the system in the state |Ψ A ) context O can be written down as the bivaluation, e.g., Furthermore, in the selected context O, the truth values of conjunction, disjunction and negation can be expressed with the basic operations of arithmetic or by the minimum and maximum functions, specifically,
Now, by contrast, suppose that the system is prepared in a pure state |Ψ that does not lie in the column or null space of any projection operatorP ⋄ of the context O, i.e., |Ψ / ∈ ran(P ⋄ ) and |Ψ / ∈ ker(P ⋄ ) (which can happen if |Ψ is arranged in the column space of some projection operator belonging to a different from O context whose elements do not commute with ones of O). Under the valuation assumptions (12) and (13), the truth-value function v must assign neither 1 nor 0 to any operatorP ⋄ ∈ O, namely,
This means that the set of the propositions S O = {⋄} associated with the nonselected context O cannot be bivalent under v, i.e., [
As stated by the approach of logical infinite-valuedness, the failure of bivalence in the nonselected context O requires that the operatorP ⋄ ∈ O should be assigned the truth value v ∈ V ∞ that lies between 1 and 0. Accordingly, in an arbitrary state |Φ one should have
where the value Φ|P ⋄ |Φ represents the degree to which the proposition ⋄ is true in the state |Φ .
But the failure of bivalence might also imply another approach according to which any element of the nonselected context O carries no truth value at all, specifically,
Within the said approach, the operators1 and0 can be treated as super-true and super-false since under the truth-value assignment function v they are definite in any arbitrary state |Φ ∈ H, that is,
In this way, while equating1 and0 with the "super-truth" and the "super-falsity", the approach based on the assumption (17) will result in a non-bivalent logic with the propositions of the nonselected context giving rise to truth-value gaps. Accordingly, this approach can be called "quantum supervaluationism".
3 The supervaluationist account of the quantum superposition Consider the complex Hilbert space H = C 2 formed by complex 2 × 2 matrices related to the states for the spin of a spin-1 / 2 particle.
Provided |Ψ z± and |Ψ x± are the normalized eigenvectors of the corresponding Pauli spin matrices, the projection operatorsP z± andP x± on C 2 are given explicitly bŷ
at the same time as their column and null spaces are
As it can be readily seen, the operatorsP z± as well as the operatorsP x± form two different contexts: To be sure,P z+Pz− =P z−Pz+ while ran(P z+ ) ⊆ ker(P z− ) and ran(P z− ) ⊆ ker(P z+ ); analogously,P x+Px− =P x−Px+ as well as ran(P x+ ) ⊆ ker(P x− ) and ran(P x− ) ⊆ ker(P x+ ); but P z±Px± =P x±Pz± . Let us represent these two contexts by the symbols O z and O x respectively.
The meet ⊓ and join ⊔ of the elements in O x are given bŷ
where0 2 and1 2 are the zero and identity matrices respectively. Along these lines, the lattice operation ⊔ that corresponds to the exclusive disjunction X x+ ∨ X x− can be defined aŝ
At this point, let us come back to the superposition (1).
After the first experiment, the particle's spin state collapses into in the state |Ψ z+ lying in the column space ran(P z+ ) and the null space ker(P z− ) which -under the valuation assumptions (12) and (13) -implies that until the result of the second experiment is known, the propositions Z + and Z − are definite and have the truth-values 1 and 0 in that order. Explicitly,
Then again, the state |Ψ z+ does not lie in the column or null space of either projection operator in the nonselected context O x , namely,
Based on the assumption (17), this entails a truth-value gap for the propositions X + and X − , explicitly,
even though the exclusive disjunction on the values of these propositions ought to be super-true:
This gives the following logical account of the superposition (1) compatible with quantum supervaluationism:
According to this account, ahead of the result of the second experiment, the statement "Out of two possible spins along the nonselected by the experiment axis, the particle possesses one or the other, but not both" is true even though the statement "The particle possesses a spin along the nonselected by the experiment axis" has no truth value of any kind.
Concluding remarks
Despite being non-bivalent, the presented above quantum supervaluationist account validates the principle of excluded middle. Indeed, in view ofP x− =1 2 −P x+ , one can put ¬X + in the place of X − and get using (26) that the disjunction X + ∨ ¬X + must be true (since it is super-true, that is, true in every admissible particle's spin state), namely,
But together with that, the quantum supervaluationist account is, in general, not truth-functional: E.g., the disjunction X + ∨ ¬X + is true although neither of its disjuncts, X + or ¬X + , is true.
In addition, the conjunction X + ∧ ¬X + exhibits the analogous non-classical feature: As stated by (25), this connective must be false (since it is super-false, that is, false in every admissible particle's spin state), namely,
although it be that neither X + nor ¬X + is false.
According to the distributive law of classical logic, it must be that . Thus, a statement that these two expressions are logically equivalent (i.e., have the same truth value) as well as a statement that these expressions are not logically equivalent has no meaning. 3 In that sense, the distributive law (36) does not remain valid in the quantum supervaluationist account. Importantly however, this nonvalidness is not postulated but resulted from the supervaluation behavior of the propositions relating to the quantum superposition.
